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1571 ABSTRA(;T 
A crossflow vorticity sensor is provided for the detec- 
tion of crossflow vorticity characteristics. The cross- 
flow vorticity sensor is comprised of crossflow sensors 
(10) which are non-invasively adhered to swept wing 
laminar surface (12) either singularly, in multi-element 
strips (11), in polar patterns (M), or orthogonal patterns 
(41). These crossflow sensors (10) are comprised of 
hot-film sensor elements (18) which operate as a con- 
stant temperature anemometer circuit to detect heat 
transfer rate changes. Accordingly, crossflow vorticity 
characteristics are determined via cross-correlation. In 
addition, the crossflow sensors (10) have a thickness 
which does not exceed a maximum value h in order to 
avoid contamination of downstream crossflow sensors 
(10). 

9 Claims, 7 Drawing Figures 
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FIG 1 
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FIG. 2b 
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CROSSFLOW VORTICITY SENSOR 

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made jointly in 

the performance of work under NASA Grant No. 
NAG-1-387 with the Old Dominion Research Founda- 
tion and employees of the U.S. Government. In accor- 
dance with 35 USC 202, the grantee elected not to 
retain title. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates to the measurement of laminar 

flow over airfoils and more particularly to the determi- 
nation of the existence and location of crossflow vortic- 
ity disturbances and transition to turbulence on laminar 
flow surfaces. 

The accurate determination of both the location and 
cause of boundary-layer transition from laminar to tur- 
bulent flow is important in basic research for validation 
of theory and design. A determination of the locations 
of laminar and turbulent flow on the surfaces of wings, 
empennage, fuselage, and engine nacelles aids in this 
basic research. The transition to turbulence of three 
dimensional laminar boundary layers such as on swept 
wings or nonaxisymmetric bodies can be caused by any 
individual or combination of six different instabilities or 
disturbances. These six modes of instabilities or disturb- 
ances are inflectional instability in the free-shear layer 
across a laminar separation bubble, acoustic disturb- 
ances, roughness or waviness of the flow surfaces, cata- 
strophic amplification of two-dimensional wavelike 
(Tollimien-Schlichting) disturbances, attachment line 
contamination, and crossflow vorticity. Crossflow vor- 
ticity results from the combined effect of streamwise 
and spanwise pressure gradients in the boundary layer 
and can form three-dimensional vortical disturbances 
which grow to cause transition to turbulence. 

Prior methods of determining the crossflow vorticity 
in laminar flow utilize visual, electronic, and optical 
techniques. First, the visual technique involves observ- 
ing surface coatings such as oil and sublimating chemi- 
cals to provide distinctive streamwise streaks indicative 
of the crossflow vorticity and the ensuing transition 

L 
would need to be small. Airframe vibrations increase 
the likelihood of failure of these fragile elements. Also, 
since the hot wire probes would be large in comparison 
with crossflow vorticity patterns, good spatial resolu- 
tion of the pattern of crossflow vorticity wavelengths 
may not be obtainable. Third, the optical technique 
involves laser velocimetry to measure crossflow vortic- 
ity. This technique includes large and expensive equip- 
ment. Also, the flow must be “seeded” with micro- 
scopic particles of materials such as latex rubber, alco- 
hol, or clay particles, thereby excluding this optical 
technique from some wind tunnel tests and from practi- 
cal flight tests. 

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to detect 
crossflow vorticity both electronically and non-inva- 
sively. 

It is a further object of this invention to detect cross- 
flow vorticity resulting from variable freestream condi- 

A further object of this invention is to detect the 
spatial (i.e., wavelength) and time-dependent behavior 
(e.g., frequency of non-stationary instability) of cross- 

A further object of this invention is to measure cross- 
flow vorticity in a simple, cheap, and spatially efficient 
manner. 

Other objects and advantages of this invention will 
30 become apparent hereinafter in the specification and 
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2o tions during a single flight test or wind tunnel run. 

25 flow vorticity. 

drawing which follow. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
According to the present invention, the foregoing 

35 and additional objects are obtained by using crossflow 
sensors comprising various geometric arrays of thin 
hot-film sensors mounted on the surface of the airplane 
or model. As crossflow vorticity develops, local heat 
transfer occurs between the airtlow and the hot-film 
sensors. Each hot-film sensor is operated as a constant 
temperature anemometer. Thus, the voltage required to 
maintain constant temperature is proportional to the 
heat transfer. This voltage, coupled with a proper selec- - - -  

front. However, low temperatures (about -20’ C.) of 45 tion of hot-film sensors, surface area and spacing be- 
flight tests conducted at high altitudes (above approxi- tween hot-film sensors, can be readily interpreted to 
mately 20,000 feet) render sublimating chemicals use- provide an accurate indication of the existence of cross- 
less. Also, neither oil flow nor sublimating chemicals flow vorticity. Also, the crossflow sensors have an 
can provide several data points for a given test flight or appropriate thinness to avoid creating a local transition 
wind tunnel run. Also. the locations of maximum am~l i -  50 wedne. 

Y 

tude of the crossflow vorticity are not readily appaient 
using these visualization methods. Thus, if data are DESCRIPT1oN OF THE 
required over a range of test speeds or angles of attack, 
the V h d  techniques are expensive and time-consum- 
ing. Second, the electronic technique involves mount- 55 present invention: 
ing multiple hot-wire probes on the surface. These hot 
wire probes extend into the boundary layer, causing a 
local transition wedge to form in the downstream direc- 
tion. Thus, measurements made in the chordwise direc- 
tion require a longitudinal traversing mechanism or will 60 
require staggered sensors to avoid contamination of a 
downstream probe by an upstream H~~ wire 
probes are also inappropriate for many flight tests. 

wing for flight can entail unacceptable costs and com- 65 
plexity. Also, many holes would have to be drilled in 
the wing for support. This is impractical for many test 
airplanes. The necessary hot wire sensing elements 

FIG. 1 is a pictorial view of crossflow sensors 
mounted on an airplane wing in accordance with the 

FIG. 2A is a graphic representation of crossflow 
vorticity: 

FIG. 2B is a graphic representation of the local heat 
transfer between the crossflow vorticity and the surface 
Of a 

FIG. 3 is a detailed view of a crossflow sensor com- 
prising hot-fi1m 

Or ‘TIane: 

Mounting a longitudinal traversing mechanism On a FIG. 4 is a top view Of a hot-film sensor element: 
FIG- 5 is a top view of a Polar Pattern of c r o ~ f l o w  

FIG. 6 is a top view of an orthogonal pattern of cross- 
sensors; and 

, flow sensors. 
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= 1803 X 12 Equation ( 1 )  
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 

INVENTION R' 
As illustrated in FIG. 1, crossflow sensors 10 are 

adhered to a swept wing laminar surface 12. When the 5 where R' is the unit Reynolds number Of freestream 13. 
freestream 13 comes into contact with leading edge 15 R' is equal to U/Vm where U is the freestream velocity 
of swept wing laminar surface 12, boundary layer flows 
are formed both in the direction of freestream 13 and 
spankse direction 16. These boundaw layer flows re- 
sult in a velocity profile which is inflected to create 
crossflow 14' If the boundary layer is laminar' 
the crossflow and 

measured in ft/sec and v, is the kinetic viscosity in 
sec/ft*. For example, when R ' = ~ x  106 ft-l, an allow- 
able height h is 0.007 inches. The heat sensor elements 

10 18 should be oriented with the length 33 in the same 
direction as the freestream 13 to provide optimal sensi- 
tivity to the local heat transfer patterns, and therefore to 
the crossflow vorticity 14. Referring now to FIG. 3, the 

array 19 with spacing 35 between the 

l4 can grow in 
result in a to Referring now to hot-film Sensor elements 18 should be organized into a 
FIGS. 2A and 2B, large variations exist in the local heat 15 hot-film 
transfer and skin friction between the CrOSSflOW V O d C -  hot-film elements 18. The spacing 35 shown is 
ity 14 and swept wing laminar surface 15 in spanwise 0.05"~ 
direction 16. Referring again to FIG. 1, the existence of Positive and negative hot-film wire leads 23 are con- 
crossflow vorticity 14 can thus be detected by using nected to hot-film elements 20 and to appropriate posi- 
crossflow sensors 10 to sense these variations in heat 20 tive and negative solder pads 22. These hot-film lead 
transfer and skin friction. Crossflow vorticity charac- wires 23 must be kept relatively short to minimize resis- 
teristics may then be determined by correlating times of tance. The solder pads 22 are fixed to substrate 17. 
crossing of crossflow vortices through various arrange- Positive and negative instrument lead wires 24 are also 
ments of crossflow sensors 10, i.e., by crosscorreiation. attached to appropriate positive and negative solder 
These crossflow sensors 10 may be individually situated 25 pads 22. These instrument lead wires 24 Pass through 
or organized in a multi-element strip 11. Multi-element Pressure holes (not s h o w )  on the swept wing laminar 

11 is oriented lengthwise in the direction of frees- Surface 12 and connect to a standard constant tempera- 
trem 13 to the of crossflow vorticity 14 ture anemometer circuit (not shown) located inside the 
downstream. If individual crossflow 10 are are airplane. If a model is used, instrument lead wires 24 
ranged in a staggered fashion, spanwise variations in 30 may lead to a remotely situated constant temperature 

anemometer circuit. As crossflow vortices 14 either crossflow vorticity 14 will be detected. Referring now increase or decrease the a local heat transfer Over a 
to 5' the crossflow lo may be ar- hot-film sensor element 18, the constant temperature 
ranged in a polar pattern 40 to determine the wave anemometer circuit will increase the voltage across its 

35 Wheatstone bridge to approximately raise or lower the 
lation. According1y9 wave and frequency Of temperature of hot-film sensor element 18 relative to 
crossflow vortices 14 are determined by measuring the neighboring hot-fim sensor elements 18. Accordingly, 
time those voltage signals generated by crossflow sensors 10 
now to FIG. 6, the crossflow Sensors may also be ar- can detect and measure surface temperature, skin fric- 
ranged in an orthogonal pattern 41 to detect desired 40 tion, turbulence transition, relative vorticity amplitude, 
wave angles and frequency of moving crossflow vorti- as well as resolving the characteristics of vorticity 
ces 14 by cross-correlation. wavelength and crossflow frequency in the case of 

Referring now to FIG. 3, a crossflow sensor 10 com- nonmoving vortices. Furthermore, this non-invasive 
prising a substrate 17, solder pads 22, and hot-film sen- detection of crossflow vorticity 14 utilizes relatively 
sor elements 18 organized into a hot-film sensor array 45 non-expensive, readily available materials. 
19 is shown. The substrate 17 can be constructed of a 
polyimide film, e.g., Kapton @ polyimide film which is 
available from the Dupont corporation. The substrate 
17 shown has a length 30 of l.O", a width 31 of 1.5", and 
a thichess 32 ofO.ml". Referring now to FIG. 1, sub- 50 
strate 17 is either non-invasively adhered to swept wing 

which is non-invasively adhered to swept wing laminar 
surface 12. Referring now to FIG. 4, a hot-film sensor 55 
element 18 is shown comprising hot-film element 20, 
preferably constructed of nickel, and hot-film element 

element 20 is fixed to hot-film backing 21, which is fixed 
to substrate 17. The mounted hot-film element 20 shown 

avoid formation of a local turbulent wedge in the down- 
stream direction and thereby contaminate downstream 
crossflow sensors 10, the total frontal thickness 32 of 
CrOSSflOW sensor 10 (k. ,  the thickness Of substrate 17 65 
(0.001") Plus the thickness of the adhesive used for 
installation of substrate 17) should not exceed h, where 
h is defined by the following equation: 

Of moving crossflow vortices l4 by 

Of Polar Paffern 

What is claimed is: 
1- A crossflow Sensor for measuring the behavior of 

crossflow vorticity over a laminar surface comprising: 
a Plurality of crossflow 
a means for non-invasively adhering said crossflow 
sensors to said laminar surface; 

by crossflow vorticity in said crossflow sensors; 
a means for arranging said crossflow sensors on said 

laminar surface to measure crossflow vorticity as 
function of said heat transfer rate changes. 

laminar surface 12 or fixed to a multielement array 11, a meanS for sensing heat transfer rate changes caused 

2. The device of claim wherein said crossflow sen- backing t& constructed Of a polyimide Hot-fi1m sors comprise hot-film sensors mounted on a thermo- 
plastic film sheet. 

film sheet. 

3. ne device of claim 2 wherein said hot-film 
has a length 33 of oe1O0" and a width of0.025". To comprise a metal heat Sensor mounted on a polyimide 

4. me device of 3 wherein said metal heat 

5. The device of claim 1 wherein said means for ar- 
ranging said crossflow sensors on said laminar surface is 
a multi-element strip which in non-invasively adhered 
to said laminar surface, said multi-element strip having 

Sensor is constructed of nickel. 
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said crossflow sensors affixed thereto in an arrayed 
pattern, said armed crossflow Sensors being oriented in 
the direction of a freestream to detect relative changes 
in downstream crossflow vorticity amplitude in the 
downstream direction. 

6. The device of claim 1 wherein the thickness of said 

7. The device of claim 1 wherein said means for sens- 
ing heat transfer rate changes iS a constant temperature 

8. The device of claim 1 wherein said means for ar- 
5 ranging said crossflow sensors on said laminar surface is 

a multi-element strip which is non-invasively adhered to 
said laminar surface and has said crossflow sensors af- 

quency and wave angles of moving crossflow vortices. 
9. The device of claim 1 wherein said means for ar- 

ranging said crossflow sensor on said laminary surface 
is a multi-element strip which is non-invasively adhered 
to said laminar surface and has said crossflow sensors 
affixed thereto in an orthogonal pattern to determine 

whereby a local turbulence transition is avoided and 15 the frequency a d  wave angles of moving crossflow 

circuit. 

crossflow is less than h, where is defined by the f i ed  thereto in a polar pattern to determine the fie- following equation: 
10 ,, = ISM) X 12 

R 

where R' is the unit Reynolds number Of the freestream, 

no contamination of downstream crossflow vortic- 
ity measurements occurs. * * * * *  vortices. 
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